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That means that 8 of the dry holding barrels need to be converted to wet or dry barrels. Assuming normal
working day of 8 hours, there is an overtime of 0. In order to reduce the truck waiting time and overtime costs,
the transportation schedule or receiving schedule needs to be utilized effectively. How much truck waiting
time would you expect? Out of this, bbl will be in bins and rest bbl will be in trucks. Finally, the truck will
wait for 7. Decreasing the truck waiting time 6 6. Process fruit is a highly mechanized process that uses
different processes. Installing a Light Grading System 5 5. Page 6of 9 NCC Case Study Analysis Calculating
the average truck idle hours, for the processing operation starting at 11am: As the trucks start arriving at 7am,
and holding the wet berries in the holding bins from 17 to  But status quo can also not be maintained as it
leads to wrong distribution of benefits to farmers with a lower quality crop. Show the capacities at the
different stages. Essay Topic: Cost Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Conclusions 9 1.
Fresh fruit is a labor-intensive process that uses more workers during a peak season. Please see the Excel file.
However, this converting shall increase the buffer capacity, the RP1 will be able to handle the delivered water
harvested berries quantities and that will impact on reducing the waiting time and reducing the receiving
overtime. After initial analysis, two main factors that contributed to a decrease in production were found. NCC
is currently paying extra 75 cent premium on about , bbls, however half of this amount is really graded as no.
Some of the storage bins are for dry berries, a handful of storage bins can be used for either wet or dry berries,
and a few of the holding bins are for wet berries only. Currently the total number of the holding bins is 27,
classified as follows: - 3 holding bins from 24 to 27 are used for water harvested berries. Page 9of 9 Related
Papers. An alternate solution can be to have strict control in the manual grading process and increase the
variety of shade cards so that berries can be rightly classified. Would trucks have to wait to unload? On a peak
day a total of 18, bbl is received out of which bbl is wet. Page 7of 9 NCC Case Study Analysis The berry flow
schedule during the day as the processing operation is starting from am, using rescheduling the shift starting
hour. With the current system, , bbls of berries are paid a premium of 50 cents per bbl, yet when the berries are
used only about half of them are actually considered No. National Cranberry Cooperative Case is the study
done by the Harvard Business School about a process of warehousing from the delivery and arriving of
cranberry to a manufacturing in the warehouse. The investment in a light meter system is a good option
because it will help in grading color, which is beneficial for the company, to increase its yield. The required
no. The trucks would continue to unload until am and the process will continue until am. But the various other
implications of this step should be taken into account like increased final processing cost and resentment from
the farmers. Accordingly, there is a need to convert some of the storage bins from storing dry berries to wet
berries. Process Analysis 2 3. Half of the berries graded as top quality are actually not top quality and do not
deserve extra premiums paid on the top quality berries. The 1, bbls of dry berries will decline at the rate of
bbls per hour. Mainly the usage of the storage bins are to hold the berries between receiving, de-stoning and
de-chaffing. Calculations for Plant Operations Starting at AM Looking at the process we know that there is a
bottleneck at drying unit.


